Chapter 10: Mountains and Plains

- There are 10 states in the part of the United States where there are large mountains and plains. They are M________, W________, C________, N_____ M________, N_______ D________, S_____ D________, N__________, K_________, O__________, and T______.

- ________ is the largest of the 48 mainland states.

- W________ and C__________ are almost the exact same size and shape.

- W__________ is north of C__________.

- North Dakota is ________ of South Dakota. South Dakota is ________ of North Dakota.

- K__________, N__________, N_______ D__________, and S_____ D__________ are a part of the Great Plains.

- The Great Plains are ________ and mostly ____________.

- This region is known for ________ ____________ and __________ ____________.

- The men who work on cattle ranches are called ____________.

- The __________ ____________ run through six states and are covered with snow for much of the year.

- The ________ ________ starts in Colorado and flows south into New Mexico. It turns east and for more than 1,000 miles forms the border between the United States and Mexico.

- The climate in the west is ________ than the eastern part of the U.S.

- Parts of T__________ and N____ M__________ are desert.
Chapter 11: The Pacific West

- There are seven states in the Pacific West. They are W_____________, I________, O_________, C______________, N__________, U_________, and A______________.

- More than half of the west coast is the state of ____________________.

- ____________________ is the second largest state in the mainland U.S.

- ____________________ looks like a capital L.

- The Grand Canyon is located in ________________.

- The Grand Canyon was carved by the ____________________ ____________, which runs through the middle of it.

- The Great Basin Desert is located in ________________ and takes up most of the state of Nevada.

- The climate of the West is ________ than the eastern part of the U.S. but it ____________ lot in the Pacific Northwest, near the city of Seattle, Washington.

- Almost every western state has ____________ on top of its mountains.

- Altitude is ____________________